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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

l.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2 **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[The technical field to which invention belongs] this invention relates to a ruptured board suitable as an

object for electrolytic-solution built-in lithium secondary batteries above all as various kinds of detailed

objects for closed mold cells about a rupturetfboafd.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] If the electrolytic solution in a lithium secondary battery serves as high

temperature by a certain abnormalities, it will be evaporated, it high-pressure-izes the inside of a cell,

and has the danger of making a cell exploding. For this reason, the usual lithium secondary battery

contains the safety device for preventing the occurrence of this explosion accident. It is in this safety

device, and an important function is made on an explosion avoid accident as the ruptured board is

known well. That is, when the internal pressure of a cell goes abruptly up, a ruptured board explodes

itself, emits the high internal pressure of a cell into the atmosphere, and avoids cell bursting. Recently,

paying attention to the advantage of the high electromotive force of an electrolytic-solution built-in

lithium secondary battery, and high cell capacity, the need is increasing steadily every year, and the

demand which establishes much more safety of this rechargeable battery is increasing with the increase

in need in the field.

[0003] Since a ruptured board needs to explode by the suitable pressure lower than the pressure to which

a cell explodes, it must have low pressure resistance fundamentally. On the other hand, since it damages

that it is low pressure resistance too much by slight external force, the handling at the time of

manufacture of a cell becomes difficult. For this reason, though it is low pressure resistance, in order to

obtain the good ruptured board of handling nature, conventionally, the mechanical strength adopted the

comparatively high metal plate as a material, and has used what formed the notch circularly focusing on

the abbreviation for the one side, and made it
********** as a ruptured board. Drawing 12 is the plan

and drawing 13 is the cross section which met the X-X line of drawing 12 . In drawing 12 and drawing

13 , RP is
********** which depends on existence of a ruptured board and the notch by which W was

circularly formed in one side of the ruptured board RP, G is a notch which forms ********** W, and R
is the thin-walled part of ********** W.
[0004] The low pressure resistance is secured by circular existence of ********** W which has Notch

G, and since the mechanical strength is comparatively high from the first, other parts of the ruptured

board RP of handling nature are also good [ as for the ruptured board RP ]. However, it still has the

problem which is not enough in ********, and, for this reason, needs to make Notch G still deeper as

the postscript of circular ********** w is carried out. However, when Notch G is made still deeper, the

mechanical strength of the ruptured board RP falls, the breaking strength of ********** W carries out a

deer, the variation in the bursting strength of the ruptured board RP is tends to increase, and the

reliability about the safety of a cell is made it not only to do a bad influence on the manufacture and

handling, but to fall.

[0005]

http://www4 . ipdl j po.go j p/cgi -bin/tran_web_cgi__ejj e 9/6/02
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[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] In view of the above, this invention makes it a technical

problem to offer the easy ruptured board of manufacture and handling.

[0006]

[Means for Solving the Problem] this invention has the following means, in order to solve the above-

mentioned technical problem.

(1) The ruptured board characterized by at least one articles of level difference type ********** which

makes ********** the thin-walled part which exists in two interstage in the level difference formed by

pressing some fields of a ruptured plate having extended in the direction torn by right and left by

increase of the circumference in the mountain side of the mountain-like swelling part of the ruptured

board produced with the internal pressure of a cell.

(2) The above to which two or more articles of this level difference type ********** that has extended

in the direction torn by right and left come to continue in the shape of a picture drawn without lifting the

brush from the paper with other level difference type **********(!) Ruptured board of a publication.

(3) The ruptured board characterized by for at least one articles of notch type ********** which makes
********** the notch section formed by notch formation processing on one side of a ruptured plate

having extended in the direction torn by right and left by increase of the circumference in the mountain

side of the mountain-like swelling part of the ruptured board produced with the internal pressure of a

cell, and continuing with other notch type ********** in the shape of a picture drawn without lifting

the brush from the paper.

(4) The above which is an object for electrolytic-solution built-in lithium secondary batteries (1) Or (2)

Ruptured board of a publication.

(5) The above which is an object for electrolytic-solution built-in lithium secondary batteries (3)

Ruptured board of a publication.

[0007]

[Embodiments of the Invention] It has what presents the shape of a stripe, i.e.,
**********

?
as

********** carries out the postscript of the ruptured board of this invention. As this **********, level

difference type **********, notch type **********, etc. which carry out a postscript are adopted.

[0008] Level difference type ********** makes ********** the thin-walled part which exists in two

interstage in the level difference formed by pressing some fields of a ruptured plate. The cross section of

level difference type ********** by which each of drawing 1 - drawing 3 is the fragmentary sectional

views of the example of this invention, the portion in which level difference type **********
i s formed

in the ruptured board was shown, RP was formed in the ruptured board and Rl was formed in the

ruptured board RP, and S are level differences which consist of a stage SI and a stage S2. Level

difference type ********** Rl is a thin-walled part which exists between the stage SI of a level

difference S, and the stage S2. Level difference type ********** Rl exists in the level direction on this

drawing in the example of drawing 1 , and exists in the perpendicular direction on this drawing in the

example of drawing 2 . Of course, you may form level difference type ********** Rl in the inclination

direction. Each level difference type ********** shown in drawing 1 - drawing 3 can be formed by

pressing some fields of a ruptured plate. Drawing 4 - drawing 5 explain the example of formation about

the example of drawing 1 . as ruptured plate RP* which is plate-like being shown in drawing 5 before

processing shown in drawing 4 ~ the metal mold of a couple -- it presses from the upper and lower sides

in K, a level difference S and level difference type ********** Rl are formed, and the ruptured board

RP is obtained in this way
[0009] In drawing 1 - drawing 3 , although length L and thickness H of a thin-walled part in level

difference type ********** Rl change with the size of the whole ruptured board RP, the thickness of a

raw portion, or formation material, generally length L is about 0-50 micrometers, and thickness H is

about 40-150 micrometers. If length L in each example of drawing 1 and drawing 2 is set to 0, the

example shown in drawing 3 will be acquired.

[0010] Notch type ********** makes ********** the notch section formed by local notch formation

processing on one side of a ruptured plate. Drawing 6 is the fragmentary sectional view of the example

of this invention, and is as essentially as it which shows said drawing 13 the same. Drawing 6 shows the

http ://www4. ipdl j po.go.j p/cgi-bin/tran_web_cgi_ejj e 9/6/02
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portion of the thin-walled part R2 currently formed in the bottom of hollow G of the shape of a notch

established by notch formation processing of the ruptured board RP. About thickness [ ofR2 ] H, the

value described above about level difference type ********** ri i s applied also here. In addition,

notch-like hollow G has the shape ofV character as illustrated, and also may have the shape ofU
character, the shape of a gauche form ofV characters and U characters, etc.

[001 1] At least one articles of various kinds of ********** described above in this invention are made

to extend by the direction torn by right and left by increase of the circumference in the mountain side of

the mountain-like swelling part of the ruptured board produced with the internal pressure of a cell This

extension direction of ********** is explained below. Elevation of cell internal pressure swells a

ruptured board in the shape of a mountain from the monotonous state at the time of an ordinary state.

Although it is usually generated so that the center or its near on the flat surface of a ruptured board may

serve as the summit of the mountain (this hollow remains at the summit of the mountain in becoming

depressed at the center like the ruptured board currently used for drawing 1

1

which carries out a

postscript and having 532), the mountain-like swelling part may produce the part which separated some

from the above-mentioned center or its near as the summit of the mountain, when thickness

nonuniformity etc. is in a ruptured board. Anyway, if this mountain-like swelling part is expressed by

the same method as a map, when it is a concentric circle-like or distortion is in a swelling centering on

the summit of the mountain of a mountain-like swelling part, a false concentric circle-like contour line

will be drawn. The mountain side of the mountain-like swelling part said above is from the foot of a

mountain-like swelling part before the summit of the mountain, and it corresponds to the overall length

of each contour line exactly with the circumference in mountain side. This circumference becomes long

as the grade of the swelling of a mountain-like swelling part increases. When **********
i s made to

extend paying attention to the first-class quantity line now chosen as arbitration from [, such as having

described above, ] high lines in the direction of a normal of that, and the direction which intersects

perpendicularly with a contour line if it puts in another way, this ********** wni be torn by right and

left according to the force which a contour line, i.e., a circumference, uses as a long picture-ized plug

with increase of the swelling of a ruptured board. Although it tears from the case of a rectangular cross

and the force declines even if it makes ********** extend not in the direction which intersects

perpendicularly with a contour line but in a contour line and the inclining direction, it is similarly torn

by right and left.

[0012] A deer is carried out, and the extension direction of ********** in this invention means a

contour line and the direction which intersects perpendicularly or inclines as it is understood from the

above. However, since it tears that the grade of an inclination is excessive and the force declines greatly,

as for especially the grade of an inclination, it is desirable to make about 60 degrees or less into about 45

degrees or less to the normal of a contour line. Generally this extension direction 0f ********** in this

invention is the radiation direction which goes around a ruptured board from the center of a ruptured

board, or its near, or a direction near it. Therefore, the direction torn by right and left by increase of the

circumference described above below is called the "radiation direction" for short.

[0013] With the swelling of the shape of the mountain, with comparatively big long-picture-izing of a

circumference, the deer of the ruptured board is carried out and the tear force to right and left of
**********

procjUCes it. Therefore, ********** which extends in the radiation direction from this

reason is fractured also with the slight swelling of a ruptured board. For this reason, the mechanical

strength of the portion can be raised as more nearly heavy-gage in the thin-walled part which forms
**********

t^an before Making the thin-walled part of ********** heavy-gage carries out

manufacture of nothing and the ruptured board by which quality was stabilized further for manufacture,

its handling, etc. of a ruptured board to it being still easier possible.

[0014] Since the grade to the normal of a high line — it can set to the above-mentioned explanation since

********** of a there has extended the shape of a center and a concentric circle on the flat surface of a

ruptured board -- corresponds in the case of 90 degrees (parallel to a contour line) when the problem of

the conventional example shown in drawing 12 - drawing 13 is explained to the foreword here, increase

of a circumference cannot receive the tear force to right and left. Therefore, although it depends for the
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fracture on the tear force in the direction of a normal of the above-mentioned contour line based on

bulging of a ruptured board chiefly, since the elongatedness of the ruptured board in this normal

direction is small as compared with the elongatedness of a hoop direction, the fracture needs for a

ruptured board to swell highly. Or it is necessary to carry out the thinning of the ********** and to

make breaking strength small. However, the thinning of ********** makes manufacture of a ruptured

board, its handling nature, etc. further the case of heavy-gage-izing, and reverse at difficulty.

[0015] Each of drawing 7 - drawing 10 is the plans (or plan) of the example of this invention, and the

center of the ruptured board RP, and R4 and R5 is [ RP of a ruptured board and C ] level difference type
********** Among ********** ofR4 and R5, ********** R4 has extended in the radiation

direction, and ********** R5 has extended in the non-emanating direction. As for the inside edge of

each of that ********** R4
?
only the example of drawing 7 serves as the dead end near the center C of

the ruptured board RP among the examples of drawing 7 - drawing 10 . On the other hand, in the

example of drawing 8 which remains - drawing 10 , the ends of each ********** R4are continuing as a

whole by ********** R5 in the shape of a picture drawn without lifting the brush from the paper.

[0016] That is, in the example of drawing 7 , it has 4 sets which it prolongs two articles at a time around

in the shape of a cross joint in parallel from near the center Cof**********R4ofa total of eight

articles, and the outside edges of each class are connected by ********** R5.

[0017] in the example of drawing 8 , each outside edge 0f ********** R4 of six articles connects by
********** R5 of one articles -- having -- **** — moreover this — each inside edge of **********

R4 of six articles is connected by ********** R5 of one articles, and is continuing as a whole in the

shape of [ of the three sheet wing type of a fan ] a picture drawn without lifting the brush from the paper

[0018] in the example of drawing 9 , each outside edge 0f ********** R4 of ten articles connects by
********** R5 of one articles -- having - **** -- moreover -- this - each inside edge of **********

R4 of ten articles is connected by ********** R5 0f one articles, and is following the Homo sapiens

form as a whole in the shape of a picture drawn without lifting the brush from the paper

[0019] in the example of drawing 10 , each outside edge 0f ********** R4 of eight articles connects by
********** R5 of one articles ~ having — **** — moreover ~ this — each inside edge of **********

R4 of eight articles is connected by ********** R5 of one articles, and is following the cross as a whole

in the shape of a picture drawn without lifting the brush from the paper

[0020] In each example of drawing 7 - drawing 10 , all of ********** R4 and ********** R5 may be

level difference type **********, or a part or all of ********** R4 may be level difference type
**********, and the remainder may be notch type **********

t However, in this invention, all of
********** R4 and ********** R5 are level difference type **********

? and it is desirable especially

from the metal mold for what is continuing in arbitrary configurations in the shape of a picture drawn

without lifting the brush from the paper forming ease and level difference type ********** 0f formation

of ********** being long lasting etc. In addition, said length L and thickness H of a thin-walled part in

********** R4 may be uniformly fluctuated in monotone in change of one side, for example, the

direction, in the longitudinal direction of **. For example, in the example of drawing 7 , since the inside

edge of each of that ********** R4 serves as the dead end near the center C of the ruptured board RP,

if it is made into the structure where thickness H of a thin-walled part decreases gradually toward this

center C, it will become easy to form it by metal mold.

[0021] When adopting only notch type ********** among the above-mentioned *********

*

5
with

notch type ********** 0f that which two or more articles are made to extend in the radiation direction

preferably, and extends in the non-emanating direction at least one articles, it continues like drawing 8 -

drawing 10 in the shape of a picture drawn without lifting the brush from the paper, and is formed. By
continuing in the shape of a picture drawn without lifting the brush from the paper shows good fracture

nature also by notch type **********

[0022] The ruptured board of this invention can be used by the same method as conventional it. some of

these lithium secondary batteries when drawing 1

1

applies the ruptured board of this invention to an

electrolytic-solution built-in lithium secondary battery -- it is a cross section__^

[0023] The positive-electrode lead with which the cell can of iron [ 1 ] and 32 extend from the upper
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part of a power generation element object (not shown) in drawing 1

1

, The electric insulation gasket for

the positive-electrode lid with which 5 has the safe structure of a cell, the positive-electrode lid case

where 6 was formed in the upper part of the cell can 1 in one with the cell can 1, and 7 insulating the

positive-electrode lid 5 from the positive-electrode lid case 6, and 8 are drawing which is formed in the

wall of the cell can 1 and classifies the cell can 1 and the positive-electrode lid case 6.

[0024] the positive-electrode lid 5 -- degassing - the positive-electrode cap 51 who has a hole 51 1, the

doughnut-like PTC (Positive Temperature Coefficient) board 52, and the ruptured board RP of one

example of this invention -- electric insulation gasket 7 -- minding -- caulking metallic-ornaments 6' - it

goes away - making - it has the structure fixed in one In the positive-electrode lid 5, caulking metallic-

ornaments 6' is formed in the positive-electrode cap's 51 **** in one with this cap.

[0025] For caulking metallic-ornaments 6', elastics modulus, such as the metal material which has a high

mechanical strength, for example, SUS, carbon steel, and iron, are 2 15,000-25,000kg/mm. It is a grade

and is formed.

[0026] The positive-electrode cap 51 is formed in conductive metal material, such as iron and SUS.

Therefore, caulking metallic-ornaments 6
1 and the positive-electrode cap 51 have especially the desirable

thing formed in one in the conductive metal material which has high mechanical strengths, such as SUS.

[0027] electric insulation -- a gasket - seven --
'
- a caulking ~ metallic ornaments six - 1

-- a

ruptured ~ a board - RP -- a rear face -- 533 -- between - a caulking -- metallic ornaments - six - ' - a

ruptured ~ a board ~ RP ~ the side ~ 534 - between ~ and - a caulking - metallic ornaments ~ six - 1

PTC -- a board -- 52 the side -- 521 ~ between -****-- existing „****. However, since the

upper-limit 71' is 522 or less upper surface [ of the PTC board 52 ]
height, electric insulation gasket T

does not exist on the PTC board 52.

[0028] In drawing 1

1

, 9 is an inner terminal board made from aluminum which has a breakthrough 91,

and 10 is a back up plate made from the aluminum foFKaving a breakthrough 101 and reinforcing the
*

inner terminal board 9. Spot welding of the back up plate 10 is carried out to the rear face of the hollow

532 which it is installedllrBie fe^Face'o^
andlKFinrier terminal board 9 was installed in the rear face of a back up plate 10, and was formed in the

center of the ruptured board RP in the center of abbreviation of the upper surface.

[0029] Since the positive-electrode lid 5 does not receive deformation by this caulking even if it installs

it in the up edge of the cell can 1 by the caulking, the good airtightness which the positive-electrode lid 5

has is held. Therefore, the lithium secondary battery which used the positive-electrode lid 5 does not

have the leakage accident of the electrolytic solution in an ordinary state. Moreover, since it has a

breakthrough 91 and a back up plate 10 also has a breakthrough 101, the pressure in a^ellx^quires^lhe
^'

jnnefTemri 9 for the ruptured board KF directly through thes^br^kthjoughs 91.101.

'"Therefore, even if abnormalities occur on a cell and the pressure in a cell rises, the inner terminal board

9 does not deform by the breakthrough 91 and the back up plate 10. On the other hand, since the

ruptured board RP deforms in the direction which swells in the shape of a mountain up, the above-

-mentioned spot welding breaks and the electric flow between both is intercepted effectively, moreover,

degassing which the ruptured board RP explo3e3~by predetermined^KigK^ressure, and prepared the

positive-electrode cap 51 the high-pressure force in a cell -- since it misses outside from a hole 51 1, a

cell can be protected from explosion accident

[0030]

[Effect of the Invention] The ruptured board of this invention has ********** which extends in the

radiation direction, and the fracture force acts on this ********** effectively so that it may be easy to

fracture with the swelling of the ruptured board by internal pressure elevation of a cell. Therefore, in this

invention, since the mechanical strength of the portion can be raised as more nearly heavy-gage in the

thin-walled part which forms ********** than before, it is effective in manufacture, its handling, etc. of

a ruptured board becoming still easier.
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